
My name is Pearl McKenzie. I am a member of the volunteer Board of 

Directors.  With me is Reg Westcott, Animal Care Supervisor at MARS. With 

Reg is Sawyer, a saw whet owl. (or Brinley or ….

We have a short PowerPoint Presentation.  Please feel free to interrupt if 

you have questions.
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One year ago, MARS lost its founder, Maj Birch, to pancreatic cancer. Maj 

and her husband Keith moved to the Comox Valley in the early 1990s and 

began building their new home on Headquarters Road in Merville.  

MARS was formed as a non profit society in 1995.   Maj went on to build a 

strong organization with hundreds of supporters.  

We are guided by her values and dreams as we carry on her work.  Maj felt 

strongly about the need to balance rehabilitation work with education.
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You may have run into Reg or one of our volunteers in the past.  We reach 

thousands of people with our educational program, making presentations 

with our educational birds at public events, in local schools, seniors centres, 

and service clubs.
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And we get feedback:

Dear Mars

Thank you for what you do, here is half of my birthday money please keep 

saving animals as long there still here and even farther.

From MacKye White
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MARS rescues, cares for and rehabilitates raptors; this includes eagles – we 

rehabilitate more eagles than any other wildlife facility on Vancouver 

Island.  

This is Reg with an eagle caught up in a barbed wire fence.
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And Maj Birch, our founder,  working with an eagle that has lost part of it’s 

beak.
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Maj, Reg and students trying to wash oil off an eagle’s feathers.

Our rehabilitation staff and volunteer caregivers  are well known and 

respected for their skill and knowledge in caring for raptors.
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We also care for hawks, osprey, swans as well as song birds, waterfowl, and 

mammals like bats, raccoons, and mink.
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Spring and summer is busy baby season.
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Everything from squirrels to eagles to …
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… the tiniest hummingbirds
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Last year we treated almost 40 species at risk and endangered species 

including Great Blue Herons, Ancient and Marbled Murrelets, Brown Bats 

and Sandhill Cranes, a large variety of owls - Barn, Northern Pygmy, Saw-

Whet and Screech - as well as numerous other birds and mammals. 
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We couldn’t do this work without the help of local veterinarians.  This is Dr. 

Stacey Gastis in these photos, representing the generous donation of 

professional services by many local vets. (taking pin out of long eared owl 

and examining an eagle)
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The majority of these animals need our care because they have been

negatively impacted by human activity. - collided with vehicles, poisoned by 

our garbage, attacked by dogs or cats, lost their food source or nesting

grounds because of development, ….

Hopefully, our education program can inspire everyone who lives or works 

on Vancouver Island to do something about this. 
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During the past few years, our caseload has almost doubled.  We’re run out 

of room and there is no room to expand at our present location.  
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Two years ago  we became the grateful beneficiaries of a supporter’s 

estate.  Many of you may have known Michele Woodrow.  Her generous gift 

enabled  us to  purchase 4.4 hectares (almost 11 acres ) of land  on the  

corner of the Old Island Highway (19A) and Williams Beach Road in 

Merville.  
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For our wildlife rescue and rehabilitation work, MARS serves northern 

Vancouver Island, from Fanny Bay to beyond Port Hardy, the adjacent 

mainland coast and northern Gulf Islands.

As you know, this is a huge area.
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We had originally planned to build a 1250 sq. foot wildlife hospital for 

$125,000  ($100 per sq. foot) and launched a campaign for membership in 

the “1250 Club”.  This campaign has now raised almost $50,000.  

However, you’ve heard the expression “We make plans and the gods laugh”.  

While our campaign committee was working on this plan, the MARS 

building committee decided to build for the future and designed a hospital 

that is about 2,000 feet square.  Total cost: about $180,000.

Each donor receives a certificate for purchase of one square foot of the 

hospital – but the catch is they have to agree to share their space with 

eagles, owls, hawks, swans, fawns, mink, squirrels and any other wildlife in 

need of care..

And, yes, some donors (all women) have requested that their square foot 

be located in the washroom.
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Building the wildlife hospital is our first task.  Once that is complete, our 

plan is to build a Wildlife Visitor Centre, a place  where local residents and 

visitors to the North Island can come to learn about wildlife and connect 

with the natural world.

Island Coastal Economic Trust (ICET) has confirmed a grant in the amount of 

$236,000 to help with the cost of building this Centre.  
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This is the building we hope to build as a “first ever” home for our 

educational programs which now consist mainly of outreach due to the 

limited space at our current location.

The MARS Wildlife Visitor Centre located on our new property, next to our 

rehabilitation facility,  will give us room to offer onsite educational 

programs for children and their families and people visiting our area. 

Visitors to the new Wildlife Centre will be able to observe rescued wildlife 

through closed circuit cameras.

Volunteers and students will provide information about our patients; 

explain the cause of injury or illness and the course of treatment.  There is a 

suggestion that the closed circuit cameras could operate live on the 

internet.  And the hope expressed that people watching will adopt a wildlife 

friend, helping considerably with our operating costs.

Note: photo is of Visitors Centre located near the Yukon Suspension Bridge at Tutshi

Canyon, on the South Klondike Highway, just a few miles north of the White Pass summit 
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As mentioned earlier, MARS rescues and treats up to 50 Bald Eagles each 

year, more than any  other  wildlife centre located on Vancouver Island.  

We badly need a new flight pen for Eagles and other large birds such as 

Snowy Owls, Sand Hill Cranes, Great Blue Herons, Great Horned Owls and 

even Pelicans!   A place for them to exercise and regain their strength.

Small viewing windows will be built into the flight pen for visitors to watch 

the birds in flight without disturbing them.  We will also install cameras for 

viewing of these magnificent birds on a large screen monitor in the visitor 

building.  
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And we need to build homes or aviaries for our educational birds.  These 

special birds are several different species, and all un-releasable for different 

reasons. 

Our Ambassadors aren't kept as pets, but as educators; they work with 

their handlers to inform the public about the dangers that wildlife face and 

to give people a glimpse of the beautiful animals that many people have 

never seen in person, especially up close.
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Scarlett is a Red-Tailed Hawk, “imprinted”, raised and kept by humans, now unable to 

fend for itself
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Shakespeare is a Barred owl, Involved in a car accident which fractured his beak and 

sternum and caused him to lose one eye; it’s also believed that his hearing is impaired
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Sawyer is a Saw-Whet owl that suffered a cat attack while still a juvenile

Just want to give you a closer look at Sawyer, here with Sandy, one of our 

volunteer caregivers.  
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Saw whet owls are very tiny, ideal to take into classrooms.  Children love 

them.
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Brinley is a Great Horned Owl, hit by a car, this resulted in a partial amputation of her 

right wing. 
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We’re looking for sponsors, businesses or groups to help with construction 

of  cages for our educational birds and wildlife in recovery at the hospital.  

Each  bird and animal requires separate housing.

This is an example of a building for ambassador or educational birds on the 

left; 12’ wide x 20’ long x 10’ high. It includes a 185 K ² room that is ideally 

suited for the well-being and visitor viewing of Otus (our Western Screech 

Owl), Sawyer (our Northern Saw-Whet Owl) and Brindley (our Great 

Horned Owl). 

The example on the right is a hospital recovery building, 12’ X 24’ X 16 ‘ 

high. It also includes two 104 sq. K . animal recovery rooms for a Long-eared 

Owl, Short-eared Owl, and Cooper’s Hawk.

As you might expect given the diverse nature of our caseload, we need a 

number of different buildings and cages, with costs varying from a few 

thousand dollars to up to $20,000.  Housing for the Educational birds will 

be viewed by more than 10,000 people each year.  The wildlife recovering 

from illness or injury must be kept separate from the public.
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MARS very much needs a residence for a caretaker.  At this point we cannot 

afford to build a house so are considering moving a trailer on to the site.

We’d also like to build housing for students.  Many are post-secondary 

students who are seeking work experience before deciding on a career in 

biology, environmental studies or veterinary medicine.

These students and visitors  come from all over the world to help MARS, 

often working long hours, especially in baby season during spring and early 

summer.  We have no funds to pay the students beyond a small honorarium 

and would at least like to offer decent housing. 

Students will work with MARS staff and volunteers to provide information 

about wildlife in care and lead visitors in nature walks around the wetland 
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The pond, upper right of our site plan, for recovering waterfowl and 

migrating birds, is a wetland restoration project funded in part by the 

Habitat Conservation Fund.   

We plan to build a boardwalk and viewing areas for the public to learn

about the value of wetlands and how to conserve water.

In Summary, our timeline:  Right now we’re bringing power to the site, 

preparing to build the wildlife hospital and developing a design for the 

visitor building.  In February we plan to begin construction of the flight pen 

and MEWS (housing for educational birds) and the visitor building, which 

will open in late summer or fall.  
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Also next spring, we will begin recruiting volunteers to help us design 

educational programs and displays. We want this centre to become a place 

for local environmental groups to share their knowledge and passion with 

people from all over the world.  

MARS hopes Comox Valley Nature will work with us to accomplish these 

objectives.
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